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SCALARON PRODUCTION IN CONTRACTINGASTROPHYSICAL OBJECTSD. Gorbunov a;b*, A. Tokareva a;aInstitute for Nulear Researh, Russian Aademy of Sienes117312, Mosow, RussiabMosow Institute of Physis and Tehnology141700, Dolgoprudny, Mosow Region, RussiaFaulty of Physis, Mosow State University119991, Mosow, RussiaReeived Otober 24, 2014We study the reation of high-energy SM partiles in the Starobinsky model of dark energy (a variant of F (R)-gravity) inside the regions ontrating due to the Jeans instability. In this modi�ation of gravity, the additionaldegree of freedom � a salaron � behaves as a partile with the mass depending on matter density. Therefore,when the mass hanges, light salarons ould be reated at a nonadiabati stage. Later, the salaron mass growsand an reah large values, even the value 1013 GeV, favored by early time in�ation. Heavy salarons deayontributing to the osmi ray �ux. We analytially alulate the number density of reated partiles for theexponential (Jeans) ontration and �nd it negligibly small for the phenomenologially viable and osmologiallyinteresting range of model parameters. We expet similar results for a generi model of F (R)-gravity mimikingthe osmologial onstant.Contribution for the JETP speial issue in honor of V. A. Rubakov's 60th birthdayDOI: 10.7868/S00444510150302091. INTRODUCTIONNumerous observational data require a new ompo-nent in the right-hand side of the Einstein equations,whih is alled dark energy and whih auses the a-elerated expansion of the Universe. The simplest andstill viable andidate for dark energy is obviously a os-mologial onstant. But its unnaturally small valueengenders investigation of other ways to explain theobservational data.F (R)-gravity provides a framework for onstrutingmodels of dark energy with the time dependent equa-tion of state p=� � w = w(t); moreover, at some stagewe have w < �1 (see [1℄ for a review). Suh models ofmodi�ed gravity may also explain the in�ationary stageof the early Universe, providing a uni�ed mehanism todesribe both stages of aelerated expansion.The hoie of the funtion F (R) is still phenomeno-*E-mail: gorby�ms2.inr.a.ru

logial to a large extent. It must be self-onsistentfrom the theoretial standpoint, explain the osmolog-ial data, and pass all Solar System and astrophysi-al tests. The natural question is: How to distinguishF (R)-gravity from other models of dark energy? Themost straightforward way is to improve the sensitivityof the overall osmologial analysis to the dark energyequation of state. However, besides serious system-ati unertainties, there are physially motivated de-generaies in the osmologial observables with respetto physial parameters. In partiular, spei� e�etsof F (R)-gravity at small spatial sales an be aneledby massive (sterile) neutrinos, whose dynamis worksagainst modi�ed gravity [2℄.An attrative idea of probing F (R)-gravity [5℄ is as-soiated with possible prodution of high-energy parti-les (salarons) in spae regions where the matter den-sity hanges. It was laimed in Ref. [5℄ that the grow-ing urvature osillations that deay into high-energypartiles may lead to a signi�ant impat on the �uxof ultra-high energy osmi rays. This result is rather599



D. Gorbunov, A. Tokareva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015unexpeted, beause high-frequeny osillations (i. e.,heavy partiles) are produed by a slow proess (thestruture formation) very ine�iently. Moreover, os-mologial evolution naturally gives zero initial ampli-tude for suh osillations, whih an be assoiated onlywith the salar mode (heavy salaron).In this paper, we study the proesses of quantumpartile prodution in F (R)-gravity using the methodof Bogoliubov transformations. We onsider F (R)-gravity being equivalent to normal gravity with an ad-ditional salar �eld (salaron) having a ompliated po-tential in the Einstein frame. The form of the poten-tial depends on the surrounding density, providing thesalaron to be a hameleon �eld. Salaron is very lightat densities lose to the present energy density of theUniverse and heavy at larger densities. It is knownthat the partile with a time-dependent mass may bereated in quantum theory if the typial proess rate islose to the mass value. A salaron may be born be-ing light and then its mass may grow while the objetontrats. When the salaron beomes heavy, it deaysinto high-energy Standard Model (SM) partiles. Weonsider the same F (R)-model as in [3℄, where suhproesses an be investigated analytially, and obtainthat in ontrast to [3℄, the number density of reatedpartiles is unfortunately too small to be observed inall realisti ontrating regions (astorphysial objets)in the Universe.This paper is organized as follows. In Se. 2, wedesribe the onstrution of the funtion F (R) that isappropriate for both the in�ation and dark energy. InSe. 3, we introdue the Einstein frame approah to theF (R)-gravity in whih the additional salar �eld has amass depending on the bakground energy density. InSe. 4, we alulate the number density of produedpartiles an objet in ontrating due to the Jeans in-stability and disuss the partile prodution rate in dif-ferent ontrating regions of the Universe (astorphysi-al objets). We onlude in Se. 5.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE MODELThe present-day aeleration of the expansion of theUniverse an be desribed in terms of F (R)-gravity bythe ation [4℄1)S = M2P2 Z d4xp�g F (R); (1)with F (0) = 0 re�eting the disappearane of the os-mologial onstant in the Minkowski �at spae limit.1) The metri signature is (�+++).

Any viable F (R) funtion must obey the lassi-al and quantum stability onditions: F 0(R) > 0 andF 00(R) > 0. It was introdued to mimi the �CDMmodel in the late-time Universe, and hene in thelimit of small urvatures, F (R) � R � 2� with thedark energy density �� = �M2P . Moreover, the se-ond derivative of F (R) must also be bounded fromabove, F 00(R) < onst (see [5℄ for the details) to avoidearly time singularities at R ! 1. The last require-ment is easily satis�ed for any F (R) after adding anR2-term. This term with a speially seleted oe�ientmay also provide the Starobinsky in�ation in the earlyUniverse [6℄.An example of a funtion appropriate for the darkenergy proposed by Starobinsky is [4℄F (R) = R+ �R0 �1 + R2R20��n � 1! : (2)In the regime R� R0, we have F (R) � R� �R0, pro-viding a osmologial onstant. The parameter R0 �xesa sale that orresponds to the dark energy density ��(this is valid for � & 1):R0 � 2� ��M2P : (3)To avoid the early time singularity, we hereafter usethe funtion F (R) with the R2-term added:F (R) = R+ �R0 �1 + R2R20��n � 1!+ R26M2 : (4)As disussed above, the last term in (4) is also ap-propriate for the usual Starobinsky in�ation [6℄ in theearly Universe if we hoose M = 3 � 1013 GeV; an im-pat of the seond term in (4) is negligible for the or-responding large values of urvatures.There is a problem (desribed in [5℄) with the subse-quent stage of salaron osillations. At this stage, zeroand even negative values of R may be obtained. Thenit is easy to see that later the Universe unavoidablyarrives at F 00(R) < 0, leading to quantum instabilityof the theory. However it is possible to onstrut afuntion F (R) that provides a similar late-time osmol-ogy but does not su�er from instabilities at the post-in�ationary epoh. For example (where we neglet thepresene of the R2-term),F 00(R) / 11 + (R=R0)2n+2 (5)leads to the results similar to those following from (4) atlarge urvatures. In what follows, we use funtion (4)600



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Salaron prodution in ontrating astrophysial objetsfor simpliity, being interested only in the late timeevolution of the Universe. But we need to ensure thatthe evolution of R does not put its value to the regionof forbidden urvatures.Starobinsky model (4) has two free parameters, �and n (R0 is �xed by (3), while M is �xed to explainthe early time in�ation). A stringent restrition on thevalue of n follows from loal gravity onstraints on thehameleon gravity [7℄. It gives n & 1. The parameter� is bounded only from the stability ondition for thede Sitter minimum (see [8℄ for a review). This boundmildly varies with n as� > f(n) and f(n) � n=(2n� 4=3): (6)3. EINSTEIN FRAME PICTURE: THESCALARON AS A CHAMELEONF (R)-gravity an be onsidered in the Einsteinframe, where it desribes the usual Einstein gravitywith an additional salar �eld (salaron) oupled tothe matter �elds as a hameleon �eld [9℄. The salaronpotential isV (�) = M2P2F 0(R)2 (RF 0(R)� F (R)) ; (7)where R = R(�) solves the equationF 0(R) = exp p2�p3MP : (8)Through the gravity interation, the salaron ou-ples to all the matter �elds e�etively desribed in theosmologial ontext as the ideal �uid with an energydensity � and a pressure p. This oupling modi�es thesalaron potential [9℄:Veff (�) = V (�) + �� 3p4 e�4��: (9)The minimum �min of Veff an be obtained substitut-ing the solution Rmin of the equation2F (R)�RF 0(R) = �� 3pM2P (10)in (8), with �min written in terms of Rmin.For (4), we an approximate the solution as (thegreater � is, the better the auray)Rmin � (4 + �) ��M2P ;��min = p3MPp2 log(F 0(Rmin)); (11)

where � � (�� 3p)=�� :The e�etive salaron mass at this minimum ism2eff = 13F 00(Rmin) �1� RminF 00(Rmin)F 0(Rmin) � �� 13F 00(Rmin) : (12)Hene, for model (4), we obtain the salaron mass thatdepends on the surrounding energy density and pres-sure: m2eff = M2m2M2 +m2 ; (13)wherem2 = 112n(2n+ 1) ��2�2n ��M2P (4 + �)2n+2: (14)In a partiular range of densitiesmeff strongly dependson � . Obviously (see Eqs. (14) and (13)), m is smallthere, m <M , leading to4 < � < �MMPp�� �1=(n+1) � 2��n=(n+1) �� (12n(2n+ 1))1=(n+1) = �1:4 � 1055�1=(n+1) ��� 2��n=(n+1) (12n(2n+ 1))1=(n+1) : (15)The situation where the salaron behaves as hameleon(i. e., inequality (15) is ful�lled) an be realized in alarge variety of astrophysial objets at di�erent salesdepending mostly on a hoie of n. When the mass of apartile varies with hanging the surrounding density,that partile an be reated if the adiabatiity ondi-tion is violated. In the next setion, we alulate theorresponding number of reated partiles.The salaron is unstable beause it is oupled to allnononformal �elds that are present in the matter La-grangian. If we onsider the Standard Model of parti-le physis to desribe all the matter ontent, then thesalaron presumably deays to Higgs bosons (if kine-matially allowed) [10℄ with the deay rate� = m3eff48�M2P : (16)Higgs bosons deay immediately, produing a �ux ofprotons, eletrons, and neutrinos, whih provides a pos-sibility to �nd suh events in the ase of signi�antsalaron prodution.601



D. Gorbunov, A. Tokareva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 20154. PARTICLE PRODUCTION INCONTRACTING OBJECTS4.1. Mathematial problemA partile with its mass depending on the surround-ing density an be produed in ontrating louds whenthe adiabatiity ondition is violated. We onsider anobjet ontrating due to the Jeans instability with�(t) = �0 exp(t=tJ) (t > 0, with tJ = MP =p�0 ).To alulate the number of produed partiles, we usethe standard approah of Bogoliubov transformationsdesribed, e. g., in textbook [11℄. Aording to thismethod, we write an equation for the salaron modefuntion ' with a momentum k:�'+ (k2 +m20 e2�t)' = 0; (17)where m0 � �n+1p12n(2n+ 1) ��2�n p��MP ;� � �0�� ; � � (n+ 1)tJ : (18)For the hosen �(t), the ontration starts at t = 0,and we therefore postulate vauum initial onditions' = 1=p2!, _' = �i!' (where ! =pk2 +m20 e2�t) att = �1. Beause � = onst for t < 0, suh onditionsan be set for any instant t < 0, e. g., at t! (�0), justbefore the ontration starts. The adiabatiity ondi-tion [11℄2) ����� �!!3 � 32 � _!!2�2������ 1 (19)is violated only for t < 1=�, with no partiles produedafter this time.Equation (17) with the vauum initial onditionsan be solved analytially in terms of Bessel funtions.An exat form of the relevant Bogoliubov oe�ient is(up to an irrelevant omplex phase)2) Usually, it is equivalent to the ondition _!=!2 � 1, whihmeans that the mass of a partile must exeed the harateristirate of the orresponding proess.

B = exp��k2�� p�2p2� 4qm20 + k2 ��0BB� im0�H(2)ik=�+1 �m0� ��H(2)ik=��1 �m0� ��2pm20 + k2 ++ H(2)ik=� �m0� �1CCA ; (20)where H(2)a (x) is the Hankel funtion.We �rst disuss the ase m0 < �. It orrespondsto the situation where the salaron is reated beinglight at prodution (m � �) and slightly later, whenadiabatiity ondition (19) is restored. After that, itsmass grows until the instant when the salaron deaysto SM partiles as disussed in the preeding setion.The number of reated salarons an be numeriallyobtained in this ase asnp = 4�(2�)3 Z k2 jBj2 dk � C�3; (21)where C = 4:9 � 10�4.In the opposite asem0 > �, one expets that parti-le prodution is suppressed beause massive partilesannot be reated in a slow proess. But numeriallywe obtainnp = 4�(2�)3 Z k2 jBj2 dk = Cm0�2 (22)with C = 6:23�10�3. It looks strange that the larger themass is, the more partiles are produed. The reason isonneted with the fat that the mass depends on timein a nonsmooth way in the simple mathematial modelthat we onsidered. Partiles are produed mostly atthe time lose to t = 0, where the mass dependene ontime is not smooth. The divergent seond-order timederivative of ! leads to a violation of adiabatiity on-dition (19) at t = 0. But it is atually natural to expetthat the ontration starts in a smooth way with a typ-ial time t0 > L > tJ (for ausality reasons), where L isthe size of the objet. If we use suh kind of smoothing,we obtain the expeted suppression of partile produ-tion beause in this ase modes evolve adiabatially.To illustrate suh a suppression, we onsider asmooth dependene m2(t) = m20(1+ e2�t) with m0 > �and set vauum initial onditions at t = �1. We anthen analytially solve an equation like (17) and obtainthe Bogoliubov oe�ient to be (up to an irrelevantphase)602



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 2015 Salaron prodution in ontrating astrophysial objetsB = 1p2�q j�(1� iq)j exp���q2 � ;q = pm20 + k2� : (23)In the limit of large q, we �nd B � e��q. For m0 > �,we an write the produed number density asnp = 4�(2�)3 Z k2 jBj2 dk == 4��3(2�)3 1Zm0=� jB(q)j2pq2 � (m0=�)2 q dq � (24)� 4��3(2�)3 1Zm0=� e�2�qpq2 � (m0=�)2 q dq � �3 �� exp��2�m0� � : (25)We see that in a realisti model, partile produtionis exponentially suppressed in the ase m0 > �. Thisis in aordane with the Rubakov theorem: If you doeverything orretly, the result is orret. We annotalulate the exat number of produed partiles in amodel-independent way, beause it depends on the de-tails of the Jeans instability development.The result in (21) for m0 < � is still orret be-ause partiles are mostly produed not at t � 0 but atthe instant when m � �, the mass dependene on timeis smooth, and our approximation works. Also, it anbe proved that the number of produed partiles doesnot depend on the details of how the Jeans instabilitystarts to evolve. 4.2. Appliations4.2.1. Cosmi struture formationWith inequality (6), the ondition m0 < � is sat-is�ed only for initial densities � = �=�� < 8 for theviable region of model parameters that orresponds toreent and ongoing struture formation proesses. Us-ing (21), we an estimate the number of reated parti-les inside the region of a typial size L � 1 Mp:N = npL3 = 5 � 10�4�3(1 Mp)3 .. 10�12(n+ 1)3: (26)We an see that only a negligible number ofsalarons an be reated in the struture formation pro-ess. Only an enormous value of n may lead to noti-able prodution, whih we disregard. As disussedabove, partile prodution is strongly suppressed when

m0 > �, and hene the earlier struture formation (starand galaxy formation) gives a muh smaller impat.4.2.2. Star formation in our GalaxyThe density range of ontrating louds that nowform stars in our Galaxy orresponds to the asem0 � �. As disussed above, we annot orretly de-sribe the partile reation proess beause we need toknow in detail how the Jeans instability evolves. Butwe an obtain an upper bound on the number densityof reated partiles as np � �3 (in reality, np is muhsmaller beause of exponential suppression (25)) andalulate the orresponding �ux of high-energy parti-les:F = npL3r2tJ N � 3 (n+ 1)3 � 10�78 m�2 � s�1: (27)Here, L = s tJ is the loud size, s � pT=mp is thesound speed in the gas (we here take the temperaturet = 10 K and mp to be the hydrogen moleular mass),r = 10 kp is a harateristi distane in our Galaxy,and N is the total number of objets that may be ob-tained from the known star formation rate of 3M� peryear [12℄.The measured �ux of ultra-high-energy osmi rayseven at the energy 1020 eV, F � 10�21 m�2 � s�1 [13℄,is many orders greater than the number obtained in(27). Hene, in any ase, the salaron reation has anegligible e�et in astrophysis.4.2.3. Expanding UniverseExpansion of the Universe obviously implies hang-ing the energy density. Salarons are expeted to bereated at the instant whenmeff � H (H is the Hubbleparameter), and hene the number of reated partilesan be roughly estimated from dimensional analysis asnp � H3 (see also [14℄). There were two instants in thepast of the Universe when meff was lose to H . The�rst instant orresponds to the period just after in�a-tion. Salarons reated at that time have deayed inthe very early Universe and do not a�et the presentUniverse. The seond instant, if it exists (for large �,the salaron mass meff is always greater than H) isvery lose to the present moment orresponding to theredshift z < 0:2. We therefore expet the number den-sity of reated salarons to be np � H30 , whih meansthat there is only one partile inside the present horizonor even less.603



D. Gorbunov, A. Tokareva ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 147, âûï. 3, 20155. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONWe studied partile prodution in media withhanging density, ourring in F (R)-gravity or otherhameleon models of dark energy. We performed aalulation of salaron reation in the Einstein framefor the Starobinsky dark energy model [4℄. In the aseof exponential ontration due to the Jeans instability,the orresponding equation has an analyti solution.Imposing vauum initial onditions at the instant whenontration starts, we alulated the Bogoliubov oef-�ient and the number density of reated partiles. Inall realisti situations, the salaron prodution is veryine�ient. In all ases, less than one partile insidethe orresponding Jeans volume is produed. The sub-sequent salaron deay ontirbution to the osmi ray�ux is found to be in�nitesimal. In the Starobinskyvariant of F (R)-gravity onsidered here, formally, theprodution rate inreases with the parameter n. Butthe latter must be enormously huge to produe a noti-able e�et. This implies a drasti hange in the F (R)funtion at the partiular value of urvature (R = R0),whih is a very unnatural and ungrounded hoie.We thank F. Bezrukov, A. Dolgov, K. Postnov,and S. Sibiryakov for the disussions. This paper wassupported by the Russian Siene Foundation grant14-12-01430. REFERENCES1. T. P. Sotiriou and V. Faraoni, Rev. Mod. Phys. 82,451 (2010); arXiv:0805.1726 [gr-q℄.2. H. Motohashi, A. A. Starobinsky, and J. Yokoyama,Phys. Rev. Lett. 110, 121302 (2013); arXiv:1203.6828[astro-ph.CO℄.
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